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Zero Point Theater presents 

Franz Kafka’s | "A Report to an Academy" 

 
Translation: Ioanna Meitani  

Direction: Savvas Stroumpos 

 

Cast: 
Ellie Iggliz, Evelyn Assouad, Rozy Monaki, Anna Marka Bonissel,  

Babis Alefantis, Giannis Giaramazidis, Ntinos Papageorgiou 
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Zero Point Theater continuing its research on Franz Kafka’s works, presents 
the play “A Report to an Academy”. 

 

 
The Play 

The protagonist of Franz Kafka's short story "Report to an Academy" is the monkey 
called Rotpeter. A group of hunters of Hagenbeck Company shot him in a Golden 
Coast jungle as he went with his herd to drink water. He was hit with two bullets 
resulting in his castration. Then, they captured and transported him to their ship and 
locked him in a cage. He, in a state of shock, having lost the memory of his life so far, 
struggled to escape. Then he began to observe those around him, the impoverished 
and dehumanized slaves / sailors of the Hagenbeck Company and he tried to imitate 
them. People in turn, playing with the wild animal, began to torture it. The sailors, 
having accepted the oppression they themselves suffer, with characteristic comfort 
exercised it in turn on an already injured and helpless wild animal. When the boat 
arrived in Hamburg, Rotpeter could choose between the zoo and the Variety 
(musical theater). Choose the variety show. He completed his training in human 
behavior and now presents, as a performance, the process of his violent 
humanization. 
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Director’s Note 

The Acherusia Lake of the Body and the Dionysian Crypt 

“They are the same, Hades and Dionysus -raging and storming in manner alike” 
Heraclitus 

There is a crypt in our body. It lies within the "underworld" of the body. Dionysus 
inhabits this crypt, awaiting his redemption; at the shore of Acherusia Lake, in this 
gray zone of his internal exile. This is the area where F. Kafka's writing takes place: 
the Acherusia Lake of the body, in an endless 'Nekya'. The ape/human/actor in 
"Reference to an Academy" narrates the process of this internal exile, manifested 
through his manner of musical theater. The human, who was an ape, becomes an 
actor to be able to express his trauma, to never cease talking about it. This exposition 
of the trauma in theatrical and musical terms is a temporary redemption. The humor 
of this creature is always mournful and self-sarcastic because it is born out of the 
wound. A creeping stream of tragedy pervades the Reference, without ever losing its 
musical and theatrical glow. 

Let's descend together with Kafka to the Acherusia Lake of the body; narrate with 
him the story of the violent humanization of the animal energy of every human being 
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-essentially, our own-; gaze our inner crypt, where Dionysus is banished; dare to 
open this door.  

Let's ask ourselves why we became actors in the first place. Which trauma are we 
narrating? What anguish is it that we express? This psychosomatic process can lead 
to the rebellion of the body, a state in which the body produces its own freedom. 

Savvas Stroumpos 
 

 

 

The Team 

Translation: Ioanna Meitani 

Direction: Savvas Stroumpos 
 
Stage installation: Spyros Mpetsis 

Light design: Costas Bethanis 

Costumes: Savvas Stroumpos, Rozy Monaki 

Soundscape: Leonidas Maridakis 
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Photos: Antonia Canta 

Press Office: Marianna Papaki, Nodas Douzinas 

 
Cast 

Ellie Iggliz, Evelyn Assouad, Rozy Monaki, Anna Marka Bonissel, Babis Alefantis,  
Giannis Giaramazidis, Ntinos Papageorgiou 

 

The performance is supported by the Ministry of Culture of Greece 
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Extracts from reviews 
“Kafka's text is rendered by the seven-member team as part of a group ritual, where the 
performers one by one take over a part of the narrative, which is filtered through the physical 
interpretation, while the rest function as one body, giving further scope to the incorporated 
narration. This results in a fully coordinated group performance, which gives real body and 
soul in Kafka's terrible allegory of the enslavement of the human condition. “  [Tonia 
Karaoglou, Athinorama magazine] 

“A teamwork by "Zero Point Company, extremely well crafted, without imitation of external 
signs, with seven equally excellent actors - performers with excellence, sacrifice and effort, the 
vision of to ground Dionysus - Kafka in a point zero and in a today – eternal”. [Leandros 
Polenakis, Avgi Newspaper] 

“(...) Breath and laughter are the conceptual and expressive axes that come to add to the 
physicality and self-possession of the lyrical and very sophisticated (in all senses) stage form 
of the Zero Point Theatre Company. (...) Savvas Stroumpos throws an additional spotlight on 
the basic tenet of the short story, the relationship between evolution and freedom, and the 
intractable reflection on whether the former promotes or undermines the latter, through a 
theatrical-political act - as is his entire stage work. (...)”. [Kostas Zisis, Documento 
Newspaper] 

“In the shadow of today's pandemic, Stroumpos gave us the opportunity to see a theatre alive 
and restless, with energetic volume and spiritual depth, a a theatre worthy of its time” 
[Penelope Chatzidimitriou, Athens Voice] 

“All the actors Ellie Iggliz, Evelyn Assouad, Rozy Monaki, Anna Marka Bonissel, Babis 
Alefantis, Giannis Giaramazidis, Ntinos Papageorgiou go through the position of Rotpeter, 
with stunning performances, with the right sounds, the look and the movement in the 
wonderful translation of Ioanna Meitani. All coordinated in the now familiar way by Savvas 
Stroumpos. He leads his actors in a mesmerizing dionysianism that captivates the audience 
and puzzles it from the inside”. [Maria Mari, Theatromania.gr] 

 “The body of actors is in a constant state pulsating movement from human to animal and 
from animal to human, from the tragic fall, to the sarcastic self-abnegation. It is obvious that 
the director does not hold a baguette to move an orchestra. Instead, he poetically organizes the 
ensemble in which primarily he also belongs. The theater of the Zero Point is a collective act.” 
[Maro Triantafyllou, Anthropos magazine] 

“Savvas Stroumpos achieves a feat of staging at the "Attis" theatre by the presentation of 
Franz Kafka's play "A Report to an Academy" as a "musical theatre of trauma". [Nikos 
Xenios, Bookpress.gr] 
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The Process 

Zero Point’s psychophysical technique, based on the Method of Theodoros 
Terzopoulos, places the human body at the core of the artistic process, 
following a dedicated and intense corporal and vocal training undertaken by 
the performers.  

Director’s Bio 

Savvas Stroumpos was born in 1979 in 
Athens. He graduated from the drama school 
of the National Theatre of Greece (2002). He 
has an MA with Merit from the department of 
Theatre Practice, University of Exeter, UK, 
where he studied with Phillip Zarrilli (2003). 

 

As an assistant director, he collaborated with 
Theodoros Terzopoulos in the following 
performances: Aeschylus Persians, 
Meyerhold Center, Moscow (2003), Sophocles 
Oedipus Rex, Alexandrinsky Theatre, St. 
Petersburg (2006), Aeschylus Prometheus 
Bound, State Academy of Dramatic Art, 
Beijing, China (2008), Sophocles Antigone, 

State Academy of Dramatic Art, Beijing, China (2011), Samuel Beckett 
Endgame, Alexandrinsky Theatre, St. Petersburg (2014), Euripides The 
Bacchae, Electro Theater, Stanislavski (2015), Sophocles Antigone, Wilma 
Theatre, Philadelphia, USA (2015), Euripides The Bacchae, National Theatre 
of Taiwan (2016), Federico Garcia Lorca Yerma National Theatre and Concert 
Hall - Taipei, Taiwan (2018),Heiner Muller Mauzer, Alexandrinsky Theatre, 
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St. Petersburg (2020),  Euripides The Bacchae, National Theatre of Hungary 
(2022), etc. 

As an actor of Attis Theatre, he participated in the following performances: 
Boris Pasternak Hamlet a lesson (2003), Aeschylus Prometheus Bound (2003), 
Aeschylus Epigone – fragments from lost tragedies of Aeschylus (2004), 
Samuel Beckett Ohio Impromptu (2004), Ajax – the madness – adaptation of 
Sophocles’ Ajax (2004), Costas Logaras The Last Mask (2006), Aeschylus The 
Persians (2006), Marios Pontikas Cassandra (2007), Ajax – the madness, 2nd 
version (2008), Aeschylus Prometheus Bound (2010), Euripides The Trojan 
Women, Cultural City of Pafos, Cyprus (2017). 

With Zero Point TheatreCompany he has directed: Franz Kafka In the Penal 
Colony (2009), William Shakespeare As You like It (2010), Albert Camus The 
Justs (2011), Franz Kafka Metamorphosis (2012),  Georg Buchner Woyzeck 
(2013), Franz Kafka In the Penal Colony (2014 – 2nd version for the Athens 
Festival), Yevgeny Zamiatin We (2015), Heiner Muller The Mission: A 
memory of a revolution (2016), Dimitris Dimitriadis Troas (2017), Gyorgy 
Kurtag Kafka Fragments (2018), Samuel Beckett Waiting for Godot (2018), 
Sophocles Antigone (2019), Samuel Beckett Happy Days (2020), Franz Kafka 
A Report to an Academy (2021), Aeschylus Persians (2022). 

He has translated: In the Penal Colony (Franz Kafka), William Shakespeare 
As You like It (William Shakespeare), The Justs (Albert Camus) 
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